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Welcome to the first issue of Movie Night! I know, I know, there’s so much information on the 
internet  that  magazines  can  seem  pointless  these  days,  but  the  luddite  in  me  longs  for 
somewhere where all these bits and bobs can be kept safely and printed out, and brightened up 
with pictures! 

There are plenty of great Laurel and Hardy magazines, and a handful donated to Buster Keaton, 
Charlie  Chaplin  etc,  but  where  do  you  read  about  silent  comics  like  Charley  Chase,  Harry 
Langdon and Charley Bowers, mixed in with British music hall acts like Will Hay or Frank Randle, 
alongside little pieces of news and trivia about DVD releases or screenings? 

‘MOVIE NIGHT’ is here to try and plug that gap. I’m also hopeful that it can prove a jumping off 
point for people only just starting to explore the world of silent comedy beyond the well-known 
names and their films. I love these comedians and their films, and even the worst films are 
interesting to me! I’m sure lots of you feel the same way. I hope that, as it goes on, MOVIE 
NIGHT can become a place for us comedy buffs to share bits and bobs of trivia, stills, thoughts 
on both the classics and more obscure films , requests for films that are proving hard to track 
down, and for information.  Everyone is welcome to contribute; anything from a few lines of 
rambling to a full-blown article (“from a needle to a battleship”) are more than welcome. Also, 
I’ve never done this kind of thing before so its inevitably a bit of a work in progress. Please do 
write to me with any suggestions, criticisms, death threats etc…

To kick things off in issue 1, there’s a piece on Buster Keaton’s often overlooked Educational 
films, and a critique of Hal Roach’s TAXI BOYS series, with a complete filmography. There’s also 
an article on an interesting little Harry Langdon mystery I stumbled across…
Regular features will include DVD news, ‘Missing In Action’, in which each issue we’ll profile an 
interesting lost film,, and SCREENING NOTES, a section profiling any interesting or unusual films 
that have popped up (again, contributions are very welcome). Well, here we go! Cross your 
eyes, grab your porkpie hat, and read on! And if you must make a noise, make it quietly…
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LAUREL  &  HARDY  TALKIES  TO  FINALLY  GET  AMERICAN 
RELEASE
The news that American Laurel and Hardy fans have been waiting for for years is finally here. 
Vivendi  is  releasing  a box set  of  all  the Roach L& H shorts,  and most of  the features  (‘FRA 
DIAVOLO’, ‘BONNIE SCOTLAND’ and ‘BABES IN TOYLAND’, owned by MGM, are not included, but 
are available on other DVD sets.) For L& H buffs who already have the Region 2 box sets, will it 
be worth making the plunge? Well, the films are apparently restored in High Definition Quality, 
and several have undergone extra restoration. One of the most interesting points is that all the 
films have their original titles, the first time they’ve been released this way. The original titles for 
‘THE CHIMP’ turned up a few years ago, but this will be the first time that ‘HOG WILD’ and ‘ONE 
GOOD TURN’ have been seen intact. 
Extra  features  have  some  overlap  with  the  UK  set  (‘A  TRIBUTE  TO  THE  BOYS’  and  guest 
appearances in other Roach films), plus the existing foreign language versions; ‘DE BOTE EN 
BOTE’, the Spanish ‘PARDON US’ is still missing however. Is there some issue with the rights of 
this? There is also the 42 minute version of ‘A CHUMP AT OXFORD’, and audio commentaries from 
Dick Bann & co, which should prove some of the most interesting features.
The set  will  be released on October  25th,  and amazon.com currently  has  it  listed  at  $69.99. 

ALPHA VIDEO

Alpha Video in the U.S. releases budget titles, 
most of which are the usual public domain 
suspects, but lately they’ve been popping up 
some interesting ones. Their latest release is 
caldled ‘The Turpinatorr’ (ha..ha..), and contains 
three Ben Turpin films. The quality probably isn’t 
fantastic, but most of their other DVDs I’ve seen 
are perfectly acceptable.
You can see Alpha Videos catalogue online at 
www.oldies.com. They also sell other titles, and 
are currently selling off some remaindered stock 
of the much sought-after ‘INDUSTRIAL 
STRENGTH KEATON’ and ‘FORGOTTEN FILMS OF 
ROSCOE ARBUCKLE’ sets at knock-down prices.

The Edition Filmmuseum Max Davidson and Female 
Comedy Teams DVD sets have won an award for 
‘best rediscovery of a forgotten film’ at the Cinema 
Retrovita festival in Italy. Congratulations to 
everyone behind them. Hopefully this bodes well for 
a Charley Chase set!

WANTED: LUPINO LANE!
Does anyone have copies of the Lupino Lane 
films 'THE DEPUTY DRUMMER’,  ‘DRAMA 
DELUXE’, ‘FIRE PROOF’ or ‘PURELY 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL’? I’m writing an article on Mr 
Lane for next issue, and it’d be nice to catch up 
with some of these obscure ones.I’m very happy 
to reimburse for any costs of copying/postage 
etc. Please let me know at 
matthewross22@googlemail.com. 

mailto:matthewross22@googlemail.com
http://www.oldies.com/
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More sad news. Edith Fellows, child actor of the 20s and 30s, has died age 88. Her first role, and most 
famous to comedy buffs, came at the age of four in December 1927, in Charley Chase’s ‘MOVIE NIGHT’. 
As Chase’s little daughter, whose hiccups constantly ruin an evening at the cinema, she was funny and 
incredibly charming. Considering how perfectly cast Edith was in the film, it’s amazing to think that the 
part was initially intended to be Charley’s young son! Edith actually went to the studios accompanying a 
neighbour's son to an audition for the part. She began dancing and singing in front of the director without 
being asked, and made such a hit that the script was changed to fit her in. It’s also intriguing that she 
wasn’t signed to a more lengthy contract with Hal Roach. ‘MOVIE NIGHT’ apparently (and inexplicably) 
sat on the shelf for over a year before its release in 1929, so maybe this had something to do with it. 
Edith  is,  however,  reported  by  Leonard  Maltin  and  Dick  Bann  in  THE  Our  Gang  films  ‘SHIVERING 
SHAKESPEARE’ (1930) and ‘MUSH AND MILK (1933)

Her later career also encompassed working with W.C. Fields in ‘MRS WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH’ 
and ‘PENNIES FROM HEAVEN’ with Bing Crosby. In 1935 she was the victim of a custody battle between 
the domineering grandmother who raised her and her long-lost mother. The upshot was that Edith chose 
to remain with her grandmother; however, apparently her mother absconded with most of Edith’s film 
earnings, which had been placed in a trust fund.

Edith Fellows married in 1946, and disappeared from the screen for many years. Her absence was 
heightened by a chronic stage fright, but by the 1970s she returned to stage and TV, and later appeared 
in the 1983 biopic ‘GRACE KELLY’
.
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THE BRAIN BUSTERS 
(1936)
Produced by E.W. Hammons for 
Educational Pictures (“The Spice 
of the Program!”)
Directed by Harry Edwards.

Starring Vince Barnett and Billy 
Gilbert, with Ethyl Sykes, Addie 
McPhail, James C Morton, Myra 
Keaton, Louise Keaton

Billy and Vince are on a road trip.  
When they run out of fuel for their  
journey, they attempt to raise 
money by selling various personal  
possessions, and eventually get a 
job selling cars. They accidentally  
sell a car belonging to James C 
Morton’s mistress to his wife! Morton 
orders them to steal the car back, 
but this presents problems as it is  
locked in the woman’s garage…

Following on from our Buster Keaton 
article, here’s some more spice to 
our programme from Educational 
Studios! Other than Keaton’s series 
of shorts, the Educationals mainly 
remain pretty obscure to this day. 

Lots of them suffer the same 
disadvantages of small budget and 
rushed production schedules, but 
once in a while, an Educational 
short turn up that’s full of nice 
surprises.

This little film is one such example, 
mainly because of the interesting
supporting cast it manages to 
cobble together in place of the 
usual wooden bit-part actors.

Perhaps because ‘THE BRAIN 
BUSTERS’ is built around Billy 
Gilbert and Vince Barnett, 
themselves supporting actors 
rather than big names like Keaton, 
more of the budget was spare for 
supporting cast. 

From Roach studios we get James 
C Morton as a two timing husband, 
and Harry Bowen in a typically loud 
wise-guy role. Morton’s wife, 
whose car Billy and Vince 
accidentally sell to his lover, is 
Addie MacPhail, last wife of Roscoe 
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The idea of this section is to profile a few more obscure, unusual or interesting films that 
happen to pop up, and don’t really belong in a full article of their own. I’ve written a few 
notes on a few films with a TAXI BOYS connection. ‘SCREENING NOTES’ is open to 

anyone – please send in anything from a line or two to a full review on anything 
interesting you’ve watched lately!



Arbuckle and a regular face in 
Sennett and Educational films.

Most interesting of all are the 
appearances of Buster Keaton’s 
mother, Myra, and sister Louise, in 
small parts (No sign of Harry ‘Jingles’ 
Keaton though). Buster had already 
used them in his short ‘PALOOKA 
FROM PADUCAH’, the previous year, 
and they had also appeared together 
in a Joan Davis short ‘WAY UP 
THAR’, but I didn’t know they were 
in this one, so it was a nice surprise 
to see them. In fact, Louise had 
been contracted to play in a couple 
of Educationals ‘Frolics of Youth’ 
films even before ‘PALOOKA..’ was 
filmed. Myra, playing Vince Barnett’s 
mother, doesn’t have much to do, 
but Louise has a nice little bit as a 
farmgirl who gives loopy directions 
to Billy and Vince (similar to a gag in 
Buster’s ‘ONE RUN ELMER’).

Cast aside, the film is a pleasant but 
unremarkable little short. Gilbert 
seemed to spend all his career trying 
to form a double act, and here he 
once again does his best Oliver 
Hardy impression. Vince Barnett’s 
ersatz-Laurel is certainly a better 
match than Ben Blue. He’s fairly 
subdued but has a nicely 
otherworldly dumbness about him. 
Gilbert also acts less doltish than in 
the Taxi Boys films, filling out his 
character with more of Hardy’s 
flourishes and grandiose behaviour. 

The best moments are the pair 
trying to steal the car; the doors 
are locked, so, with Laurel and 
Hardyesque logic, they dismantle 
the car, and pass it piece by piece 
thropugh the window! 

‘THE BRAIN BUSTERS’ isn’t a 
classic, but it’s a fun little film with 
plenty of interest.

BE REASONABLE 
(1921)

Produced by Mack Sennett. 
Released by Pathe.

Directed by Hampton Del Ruth.

Starring Billy Bevan with Mildred 
June, Eddie Gribbon, Ethel Teare, 
Bobby Dunn and Kewpie Morgan.

Continuing with the Taxi Boys 
connection, ‘BE REASONABLE’ is a 
Mack Sennett film starring Billy 
Bevan in happier days, with his 
moustache! Bevan always feels like 
he embodies silent comedy; he’s in 
so many ‘Comedy Capers’ and 
Robert Youngson compilations that 
he always feels like one of the 
major ‘second bananas’, an 
emblem for slapstick comedy. 
Accordingly, you could have a great 
game of Silent Comedy Bingo while 
watching this film. Most of the 
ingredients people associate with 
slapstick are there; there’s a beach 
with lovely ladies in bathing suits, a 
chase scene, cartoony gags, plenty 
of cops, lots of facial hair, and 
everything takes place at a frenetic 
speed.
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However, while sometimes the 
presence of so many familiar 
ingredients can make for clichéd 
comedy, ‘BE REASONABLE’ is a very 
funny film. Importantly, all of the 
gags are not just fast-paced, but 
also funny, and the whole film has 
the delightfully wacky and 
freewheeling quality that marks the 
best of Sennett. For instance, the life 
guard at the beach rides his bicycle 
into the waves to rescue a dog, and 
Billy’s solution for a stealthy burglary 
is to tie pillows to his feet! Another 
wacky running gag has things 
concealed in the sand on the beach, 
such as a bicycle and Bevan himself, 
using a periscope to navigate his 
way along the beach!

The later chase scenes, with 
seeimgly every cop in town joining in 
pursuit of Bevan, are very 
reminiscent of Keaton’s ‘COPS’, 
which was in fact made the year 
after this film. While Bevan lacks the 
character and resourcefulness that 
made Keaton special, there are some 
great gags in the sequence. One 
familiar to Laurel and Hardy fans 
occurs when, having temporarily 
evaded the cops, Billy walks 
backwards into the sharp leaf of a 
cactus plant. He thinks it’s a cop with 
a bayonet, so marches straight into 
the police station! L & H later used 
this gag in ‘THE SECOND HUNDRED 
YEARS’. 

Bobby Dunn is unrecognisable as a 
bearded old man, who proves 
unusually sprightly when beating up 
Gribbon and Bevan; he then reverts 
to type and hobbles away with his 
stick again!

The whole film is packed to the 
rafters with gags, and has that 

wonderful on-location feel of many 
of the best silent comedies. It can 
be seen on the ‘AMERICAN 
SLAPSTICK 2’ DVD from All Day 
Entertainment and is well worth 
digging out; it’s one of Billy Bevan’s 
best, and a great example of the 
Mack Sennett universe, where 
surreal and hilarious things happen 
at breakneck speed.

DON’T DIVORCE 
HIM (1931)

Educational .
Directed by William Watson
Starring Clyde Cook, Edgar 
Kennedy, Vernon Dent, Jack ‘Tiny’ 
Lipson

An obscure little film. Dave Wyatt 
turned up a French copy of an 
8mm film with Clyde Cook called 
‘Un Temoin Capital’, that we 
eventually identified as a one-reel 
silent cutdown of this talkie two-
reeler.

We were quite surprised to find it 
was an Educational film. The cast 
seems more like that of an RKO-
Pathe short of the same period 
(‘NEXT DOOR NEIGHBORS’ and 
‘HELP WANTED, FEMALE’ both 
spring to mind). The production 
values are quite good; this is one 
of the more prestigious ‘Tuxedo’ 
films, and Educational’s famed 
budget restrictions hadn’t started 
kicking in yet.

The plot involves Clyde Cook 
attempting to serve divorce papers 
on gruff doctor Edgar Kennedy. 
After initially being thrown out of 
his office, he attempts all sorts of 
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ruses to get back into the hospital, 
including contriving to have an 
accident and be admitted as a 
patient. 
Obviously, it’s difficult to judge a 
sound film that’s been reduced to 
silent status AND cut down to half its 
original length, but ‘DON’T DIVORCE 
HIM’ looks promising. Certainly, it 
gives more opportunities to Clyde 
Cook than his Taxi Boys films do; he 
gets to show some great examples 
of his rubber-limbed physical 
comedy. There are also some clever 
sight gags, as he fakes an accident 
with an ambulance in order to get 
carried inside the hospital. 

Does anyone know if a copy of this 
film exists with sound, or in its full 
length? It’d be nice to be able to 
get a better idea of it.
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Well, that’s all, folks!

In  issue #2, there’ll be articles on Harry Langdon’s Hal Roach series, a recent film 
discovery, and  a detailed look at the amazing clown Lupino Lane. The article will 
have some rare stills with an interesting story behind them!
Well, that’s all, folks!

In  issue #2, there’ll be articles on Harry Langdon’s Hal Roach series, a recent film 
discovery, and  a detailed look at the amazing clown Lupino Lane. The article will 
have some rare stills with an interesting story behind them!

If  you want to contribute an article, stills, screening notes or just want to give 
some feedback on this issue, please contact  me at 
matthewross22@googlemail.com

Over & Out!

mailto:matthewross22@googlemail.com
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